
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2007 10:53 PM 
To: Gregory B Lewis - Lieff, Cabraser, Heimann & Bernstein, LLP 
Cc: rest; Joe Ash; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Maxwell M. Blecher 
Esq; JRK@class-action-law.com; United States Justice Department; Mossad; Eliot 
Spitzer - Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New York State ; 
Peter Bowler - President and CEO, American Eagle Airlines; Gerard Arpey - American 
Airlines - President and Chief Operating Officer ; Deborah "Aggressive" Sturman Esq.; 
Dr. Laura Family; Rush Limbaugh; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; William S. Lerach Esq. 
- Chairman of the Firm; Molly Selway Esq.; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's 
lawyer; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar 
Association; Diana Henriques - journalist New York Times - Big Jury Award in Injury 
Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; Joseph A. Greco - Institutional Senior 
Trader, BRANDES INVESTMENT PARTNERS ; Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford 
University - former member of the SEC; Peggy Anderson; Nicholas Oppenheimer - 
DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri 
Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; 
Mark Gevisser - The Nation's southern African correspondant; Zena Rosland Ash 
Gevisser Zulman c/o Raz Elmaleh; King Golden Jr. Esq.; NO LONGER PRACTICING, 
thank G-d, Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD of Sharp Memorial Hospital - aka The Sperm 
Donor aka The It; Roger W. Robinson - Protege of senior DAAC operative David 
Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; 
Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy 
- JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; greer@jpost.com; Robert H. Frank - 
Profefessor of Economics - Cornell University ; Drew Faust - President of Harvard 
University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; Jay O. Light - Dean Harvard 
Business School; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; Alan M. 
Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; tribe@law.harvard.edu; Richard Cooper - 
only son of Irving Cooper, founding limited partner of the $5 billion Steinhardt Hedge 
Fund; rjdsmith@fas.harvard.edu; Newell Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling 
Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting corporation; Vicky Schiff - 
co-Managing Director of Wetherly Capital Group; Dan Weinstein - co Managing Director 
of the Wetherly Capital Group; William H. Jackson Esq. - lawyer-liar for the Wetherly 
Capital Group; Mark Trump-Turkey Weinstein; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; 
artbell-coast; Ageoffri@anderson.ucla.edu; Association in Defense of the Wrongly 
Convicted ; FREEDOM ROAD SOCIALIST ORGANIZATION; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble 
Bubble" Beare; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of South 
Africa; Krokbros (krokbros@iafrica.co.za); Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of 
Finance; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of South Africa; Thomas Stephens Esq. - 
Bartlit-Beck- Citicorp Venture Corporation + Newell Starks' attorney; Fred Deluca - 
Founder-co-owner Subway; Dave Duree Esq.; David Winterton 
(wintertondavid@hotmail.com); Ivan Oshry Esq.; Oprah; John Ziegler - KFI 640 AM 
"More Stimulating Talk Sh*t Radio" [sic]; South African Consulate General; South China 
Morning Post; Stedman; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes 
Scholar Clinton; John Loftus Esq. - Not Disgraced Enough Justice Department Nazi 
prosecutor; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: COMPETING TO RULE - TAKE THE MONEY OR OPEN A TACO STAND - 
debeers antitust class action litigation 
 
Dear Mr. Lewis, 
 



Currently I am online with a representative from Shane Co. with a view to ultimately 
seeing whether they or one or more of their customers would be interested in being 
plaintiffs in an epic class action, anti-Trust/anti-Price Fixing lawsuit against De Beers and 
Co. 
 
While this is unfolding, let me give you a quick news update from heavily corrupt Del 
Mar, California. 
 
At 7:17 PM PST, my awesomely athletic French-Canadian wife, Marie Dion Gevisser 
called me here at our Stone Home deep inside the Cleveland National Forest, the call 
that included a conversation with her 15-year old son JoNathan, lasting some 11 
minutes and 18 seconds, to let me know that she had enrolled JoNathan, who I have 
helped her raise single-handedly with a value system since he was 18 months, in self-
defense classes with a very serious Korean master of marshal arts who is apparently, 
“really short, about 5 foot 2” according to Marie Dion Gevisser, who says this “pressure 
point” expert is very impressive while keeping his classes very small. 
 
By The Way, it is very possible that this gentleman is the same person that our friend 
Devin Standard 

 
had recommended JoNathan take lessons with about 3 years ago following the “helmet” 
incident which you may have already read about on The Internet. 

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/mdg-baseball%20is%20more%20than%20a%20game.htm


 
MDG’s rather quick move which I am quite certain did not include any consultation with 
JoNathan’s biological and deranged father, The IT, resulted from an incident that took 
place yesterday in the Pacific Ocean, a 100 or so meters further north from our studio 
cliff-beach house, down at 15th Street, when a 6 foot or so surfer who JoNathan thought 
was somewhere between 30 and 40 years of age, and according to JoNathan, “very 
buff”, decided to take on one of JoNathan’s close friends who is just a year older and 
about the same height 5 foot 5 inches; the unknown surfer first paddling up to Patrick 
after he had been first cut off and then later “sprayed” by Patrick, no doubt this act of 
“defiance” by a young kid was viewed as “probable cause” for then violently throwing 
Patrick off his board before grabbing hold of Patrick’s hair which is sufficiently thick to act 
as an “anchor” of sorts, as he went back and forth, occasionally resting up when holding 
Patrick’s head under the water. 
 
When this thug was finished “having his way” - and remember a good number of kids not 
just in increasingly violent Del Mar get this sort of bashing daily that doesn’t always show 
up during a post mortem at the heavily corrupt pathology department of Sharp Memorial 
San Diego - he went back to surfing a couple more waves until the Del Mar lifeguards 
arrived on a rubber dingy and then took this, yet another poorly bred but rather easy to 
identify monster to the lifeguard station. 
 
I will keep you abreast of all future developments including my visit tomorrow to the 
lifeguard house located on 15th Street to find out amongst a number of things what took 
them so long? 
 
In the meantime think what you would have done if in JoNathan’s “shoes” and remember 
he has spent half his life in the custody of a bully and consequently acted no differently 
to the crowd of people including adults who had gathered and watched, a couple simply 
telling this bully to “stop!” as if they really thought that would make a difference to 
someone who grew up never being told, “No!”. 
 
Please now forgive me for telling you how to do your job. 
 
It is my humble but seasoned opinion that it is illegal for your law firm not to listen to new 
evidence. 
 
Furthermore, let me make it perfectly clear that all our correspondence will be uploaded 
immediately on to just3ants.com for all to see. 
 
Once you have looked at just3ants.com with a fresh set of eyes and then read my 
response below to what I thought was a rather wordy communiqué from a paralegal, 
please take at least one deep breath before responding. 
 
Why get hostile with me given how you can surely understand I have painstakingly, 
methodically and ever so patiently been planning all this ever since I last got off the 
phone with Stephen Cohen some 27 odd years ago. 
 
Let me explain. 
 
Stephen was in New York and I was in Cape Town, South Africa, toward the end of 
1980. 



 
Stephen Cohen who is Jewish and loves his bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwiches 
brought in daily from a local deli on 47th Street, New York City, is a very affable but 
DAAC figurehead, and of course you are not thinking he is a black South African or 
African American. 
 
I had initiated the call with my very excellent listener Royal Mater-Mother standing right 
next to me, who was seated on the pull down wall bed in my mother’s bachelor pad, flat 
21 at Heron Water, located on 2nd Beach Clifton, Cape Town. 
 
In all my previous dealings with Stephen he always came across as very caring, going 
out of his way to treat me as a “member of his family” even more so  when I began to get 
deathly ill. 
 
So very telling for him to become so very “cold hearted”, letting me know once I had 
barely “beaten death”, that in no uncertain terms were I to return to New York I could 
“forget altogether” returning to my “nothing to speak of job” at Codiam Inc. which is 
where my liver was most likely poisoned since I doubt very much it happened when 
visiting with Stephen at his home in Scarsdale, where we would all enjoy wonderful 
Friday evening Sabbath dinners. 
 
All you, your colleagues, family members, friends, acquaintances, teachers, all going 
back to when you graduated kindergarten, should be doing right now is figuring out on 
your own what each of you can do to help me expedite the process to help you all make 
the right decision. 
 
Again, tell me what you want me to do, apart from what I am already doing. 
 
Bear in mind that I fully realize that there is no impetus, no incentive as you currently see 
it to deal with anything other than what is on your plate and to get to my agenda which is 
to expose each and every one of you on the side of the DAAC who interfere with the 
light, only when it is convenient for you.  
 
Gold last trading at US$757.50. 
 
Have you calculated the value of that US$6 million handed to my uncle David Gevisser 
who got me the “nothing to speak of job” at Codiam Inc., immediately following the 
church funeral of American Charles Engelhard? 
 
Let me help you. 
 
On March 2nd 1971 gold was trading at US$35 a troy ounce. 
 
5 odd months later, on August 15th 1971, when the US and all its satellite tyrant States 
including South Africa officially went off the Gold Standard around the exact same time 
Henry Kissinger went on a secret mission to China that resulted in not China, but the US 
abandoning the Tibetan monks who had been encouraged to take to arms by the US, 
receiving their guerilla tactics training in US army bases in the Colorado Rockies, many 
of these monks, feeling abandoned by the US committed suicide, gold began to 
skyrocket, reaching its all time high of US$850 on January 21st 1980, before the 



DeBeers Anglo American Cartel began using their worthless-fictitious, untraceable 
Diamond Currency also used to purchase other currencies, to crash the gold market. 
 
Allow me to remind you of the expression, “You make your profit when you buy!”, 
especially when you know exactly when to sell. 
 
Now of course my rather poor business person uncle knew better than to invest all of the 
US$6 million in gold given how first of all such a rather large sum of money, all paid 
offshore and tax free were for agreeing to the “nothing to speak of job” as executor of 
Charles Engelhard’s estate which included controlling the entire world’s supply of 
platinum. 
 
Equally important it was no secret that soon the DAAC controlled US Congress would 
create the most extraordinary market platinum when mandating, beginning in 1974, 
every new vehicle sold in the US would have to contain platinum in the catalytic 
converter within the exhaust system, to limit the pollution from fossil fuel driven vehicles 
powered by oil sucked out of the ground after first having wells drilled all over the world 
using the DAAC’s exclusive diamond tipped drilling bits. 
 
So here you have my nebbish uncle with real bucks in his back pocket overseeing both 
the world’s supply of a very valuable commodity that is also used in jewelry as well 
world’s drilling industry making it as easy as pie to fix the price of diamond currency at 
always more than a barrel of oil whose price is determined by how much De Beers 
charge for their exclusive diamond drilling bits. 
 
Do you feel that your head is “going around in circles”. 
 
Do you know what day it is today, apart from in 3 days, October 18th, it will be my uncle 
Dave’s first cousin’s 84th birthday, my dad, Bernie Gevisser born in 1923. 
 
Forgive me for also helping you once again with the math. 
  
How much better can life get back in the mid-1970s for my father’s first cousin servicing 
so well the world’s most out-of-control industrial-military-complex as my very hard 
working and extraordinarily smart businessperson father got “blackballed” until Bernie 
Gevisser eventually retired at age 80? 
 
Let’s now return to even happier times, mid-1964 when DAAC controlled President 
Lyndon Johnson commanded the captain of the nuclear powered aircraft carrier 
Enterprise to the Cape of Good Hope, to pay his and the United States Congress’ 
respects to their DAAC bosses. 
 
My uncle Dave was “happy as a lark” working for ACME Timber, one of the Moshal 
Gevisser Group of Companies that was actively traded on the Johannesburg, South 
Africa, stock exchange. 



 



Moreover, my “little sh*t” [sic] uncle given how he was a business person’s backside, 
should have been quite satisfied to simply have a job, let alone think himself so smart 
that he could enter into a deal with Charles Engelhard who my father recalls visiting, on 
several occasions, The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies headquartered at 173 
Madon [pronounced “maidon”] Road, and for this mafia kingpin to use fronting people 
such as crooked South African Natie Kirsch to buy out his uncle, my grandfather, Israel 
Issy Gevisser’s actively share traded, very well known and most valuable international 
trading conglomerate, with a reputation around the world second to none. 
 
Not to mention that at the time of the “buyout” of The Moshal Gevisser Group of 
Companies in 1969, Charles Engelhard was all of 52 years of age but with just 2 years 
remaining before he would be summarily executed. 
 
To mention little of Edward Jay Epstein’s not once mentioning how very young was 
Charles Engelhard, the world’s mineral richest person, to die at age 54. 
 
To mention in passing yet again that in July 1969, at the very same time the US were 
landing Neil Armstrong on the moon, Israel was landing its best of the best Special 
Forces commandos including Israel’s current “Minister Without Portfolio” Ami Ayalon on 
Green Island, Egypt. 
 
You will recall that in 1947 when my Royal Mater was 18 and just arriving in South 
Africa, Charles Engelhard was 30 and getting married to Jane Engelhard who died 
peacefully on February 29th 2004, age 86. 
 
You will also recall that on October 10th 1948 my Royal Mater married my Allied Fighter-
Bomber-Pilot father Bernie Gevisser who was still 24. 



 
 
You will also recall it rather strange that my Royal Mater who had never been to Israel, 
at least to the best of my knowledge, before arriving with her immediate family in 1947, 
“immediately felt at home in Israel” when finding out that my grandfather Issy Gevisser 
owned priceless land in Haifa Harbor. 
 
So picture the following: 

 



Within 3 months of being married to my virile and good looking father, in peak physical 
condition, my Royal Mater, “From earliest days of 1949 visited Israel two and three times 
a year writing reports for different publications”. 
 
Platinum King Charles Engelhard, and not quite as “newlywed”, began journeying to 
South Africa in the late 1940s – see Chapter 18 of The Diamond Invention. 
 
Would you think my mother who didn’t exactly look like “White Trash” and whose father 
Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash arrived in South Africa with a million English Pounds Sterling 
in his “back pocket” which you don’t need your calculator to let you know was worth a 
whole lot more than US$6 million on March 2nd 1971, ever ran into Engelhard, at say an 
airport? 

 
Would you think that my extraordinarily shrewd and very well-known public figure mother 



 
wouldn’t have realized just like my grandfather Issy Gevisser who owned the “control 
block” of shares in his public corporation that he and David Gevisser’s now deceased 
father started in 1910, the year South Africa became part of the British Commonwealth 
that of course included the British Crown’s crown colonies, the United States of America, 
that there was nothing to be gained but “trouble” beginning with death, were my very 
street smart grandfather Issy Gevisser to have played “hard ball” with the DAAC? 
 
Not to mention Hollywood stars like exercise specialist Jane “Hanoi Jane” Fonda today 
owning large tracts of polo land in Argentina alongside all the British aristocracy who 
continue to laugh themselves silly at us Trucker Joe “ugly Americans”, yet to figure out 
who really “calls the shots”, happy though with our TV so long as the newscasters 
continue to look them “square in the eyes”. 
 
Rather important how Charles Engelhard went about liquidating The Moshal Gevisser 
Group of Companies by buying out all the shareholders at SIGNIFICANTLY less than 
just the liquidation value of the real estate, letting all the full of themselves “smart 
money” financial engineers, not just the imbeciles in South Africa but around the world, 
know not to mess with them by trying to outbid this counterfeiter of counterfeiter who 
have mostly the almighty backing of US military more so than the nonsense Almighty US 
Dollar with the incredulous markings, “In God We Trust”.  
 
Let me know at which point you stopped vomiting! 
 
What do you think of the expression, “What you lose on the swings you make up for on 
the merry-go-rounds!”? 



 
Now if you were following along as you should the first thing that comes to mind is when 
reading Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY of Edward Jay Epstein’s classic 
non-fiction novel detailing the devious nature of the DAAC but with rather significant 
gaps, is the fact that there is no mention that Charles Engelhard was still very much alive 
in mid-1964. 
 
Then again I think it would be a mistake for me to assume that you more “up to speed” 
than most members of the world’s intelligence services not quite as fully up to speed as 
the senior members of the Mossad, Israel’s most brilliant intelligence unit with the most 
“wired” Talipot unit communicating 24/7 with Kidon, Israel’s most brutally efficient 
assassinations unit who know no boundaries, nor do they observe nonsense DAAC 
Geneva Conventions or Peace Treaties, beginning with the Versailles Treaty following 
the DAAC’s World Oil War I that was engineered to allow nonsense academics to talk 
amongst themselves about how its oppressive reparations led to World Oil War II which 
bore not an ounce of truth, which of course you now perfectly understand. 
 
It stands to reason that you feel not quite the weight of the world on your shoulders but 
nevertheless still a little discombobulated the result of the Bell Shaped Curve 
educational system which you and two generations of westerners are very much a part 
of, that has the “most average” reader of The Diamond Invention being led to believe 
that Charles Engelhard was already dead right after the DAAC rigged the 1960 US 
Presidential elections when President elect John F. Kennedy met with Engelhard’s mafia 
of mafia partner, Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer in broad daylight at the Carlyle 
Hotel, located on the upper east end of Manhattan, the DAAC’s money laundering and 
intelligence gathering capital. 
 
Not to mention it is not only your law firm out to make a buck while it is still worth 
“sumthing” [sic] who understand perfectly well why it was necessary for Edward Jay 
Epstein to let us know in Chapter 13, THE DIAMOND MIND, that when Harry 
Oppenheimer visited Madison Avenue in September 1938, one year before DAAC 
controlled Hitler invaded Poland, Oppenheimer made the head of the DAAC’s 
advertising agency aware that this mafia of mafia, price fixer of price fixers were not 
going to bother getting another of their Madison Avenue advertising firms to bid. 
 
In 1966 when Alan Greenspan, former 17-year veteran Chairman of the DAAC 
controlled US Federal Reserve, wrote his classic and easy-read essay, GOLD AND 
ECONOMIC FREEDOM, Charles Engelhard was still 48 years young and very much “on 
top of his game”. 
 
In June 1968 when very corrupt Attorney General of the United States Robert F. 
Kennedy, who visited with us in Durban, South Africa in June 1966 was assassinated 
with funding provided by DAAC operative Aristotle Onassis, Charles Engelhard was 46 
years young. 
 
Please forgive me for helping you so very much with the math. 
 
In June 1966 just prior to RFK arriving in Durban my Royal Mater-Mother who also 
served as “consigliore” to Aristotle Onassis and was in the room on October 20th 1968 
when the financial deal between Jackie O and Aristotle got “inked”, was tasked by this 



very corrupt member of the DAAC Kennedy clan’s advance team to prepare, “A list of 
people RFK should not meet!”. 
 
You should have little difficulty in reaching my Royal Mater and to simply ask if she or 
her secretary Peggy Anderson who lives in the same village of Wiveliscombe, Somerset, 
England, included any of the following people on the list: 
 

1. Charles Engelhard 
2. Harry Oppenheimer 
3. David Gevisser 
4. Aristotle Onassis 
5. Jackie O 
6. Herself 
 

You recall of course a number of things about my highly deceptive Royal Mater because 
of the fact that you by now cannot get them out of your subconscious along with that not 
so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report that says Israel’s holds all the cards. 
 
Let me though, remind others just becoming acquainted with my writings that my 
awesome mother Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman was raised by her paternal 
grandmother, Nechie Badash who was as close as its get to David Ben Gurion who 
before becoming Israel’s Prime Minister and the head of the Mossad was the head of the 
Haganah, the Jewish underground fighting the DAAC controlled British Crown for a 
Jewish homeland in israel; Nechie Badash one of the earliest residents of Tel-Aviv, 
Israel who returned to England to raise my Royal Mater who is now 78. 
 
Let me know if you are having any difficulty whatsoever figuring out in what year exactly 
my rather good figure 



 
and attractive mother was born to a rather rich father who didn’t need anyone to keep 
reminding him of what it meant to be a “suitcase Jew” given how his mother, Nechie 
Badash was the sole survivor of a pogrom where she witnessed from inside a small 
closet her entire immediate family getting their throats slit by a gang of a marauding 
Cossacks having a fun night out on the town killing Jewish people who had no where to 
run in world gone stark raving nuts. 
 
Have you ever heard the words, “That’s your thing!”? 
 
Of course once you have your basic needs met, clean drinking water, healthy fresh 
vegetarian food in your stomach, non-leaky roof over your head, homes all over the 
world, each one with a better view than the next allowing enough time to duck an 
incoming exerset missile that missed a sitting duck oil supertanker carrying oil from 
Venezuela to replenish Long Beach, California’s ever increasingly dry wells to avoid 
panicking us so very full of ourselves so nonsense talking Americans buying brand 
spanking new Porche SUVs which when explaining loudly to our so easily impressed 
guests was the choice between the Maserati SUV that is not intended to “clear our 
conscience” but rather to illicit the very possible “one-up-manship” that has the listener 
then sharing an imitate secret about a deal they are working on that has attracted a 
certain person with money which then has this reseller of information only thinking about 
how much more small talk can they continue to sprout without forgetting the name of the 
“Money Power” person who after being Googled is written a so very eloquent but very 
unassuming “Letter of Introduction”; better yet so very little worthless fictitious and so 
very blood stained US Dollars in your bank accounts responsible for most of your 
depression, instead enough gold bullion, so very warm to the touch, to keep you 



comforted while the rest of the world including those you have breed exhibit as clear as 
daylight their poor breeding, you can of course tell everyone beginning with your retard 
family to go “stuff it” while having the “leisure time” to simply choose choice words such 
as “That’s your thing!” to those who simply want you to show some heart to those less 
fortunate only because those with Knowledge-Information-Light as to why it is that the 
“haves” keep getting filthy rich and the “have-nots” increasingly downtrodden, choose 
rather selfishly not to share such KIL, while at the same time recognizing all that Einstein 
did was “discover” certain truths about the Laws of Nature; this genius of genius mind 
didn’t, however, invent either God, who he recognized from the ingenious design of the 
Laws of Nature had a hand to play in this most wonderfully inspiring Game of Life, or a 
single thing including the awesome imagination that correctly stated: 
 

Imagination is more important than knowledge! - Einstein 
 
Einstein was a very kind man and most gracious to those who contributed to his insight 
and analysis of the important events of the day and never, not for a moment, saw 
anyone as stupid, simply everyone apart from his very inner circle, extraordinarily poorly 
informed. 
 
How long do you think it took Einstein, top of his university class. to figure out that the 
problems of the world began and ended with academia, the new corrupt church? 
 
How long after hearing that not one of his professors most familiar with his work product 
that reflected a mind so great that they knew if he were to become their assistant it 
would be a matter of time before they would be out of a job to brainwash the next 
generation of students to be that much more stupid, hence the rather truthful English 
expression, “The apple does not fall far from the tree!” 
 
How much more “good” would it have done Einstein who had to resort to tutoring little 
kids in order to get by in this world to let the world know that academics are the biggest 
problem the world faces bearing in mind there wasn’t The Internet? 
 
How many books do you know of that Einstein wrote explaining the rise of Nazi 
Germany began with academia, the new corrupt church? 
 
Einstein lived in to his mid-70s and had no problem with the word “God”. 
 
Wouldn’t it really be great if our colleges, universities and schools including the heavily 
corrupt London School of Economics were to disband encouraging their increasingly 
moron students of “competing to rule” and instead simply stuck to teaching the truth? 
 
People are not stupid once provided with basic knowledge that I am advocating would 
inevitably, like in the very next moment, result in each one of us 7 billion odd humans 
finding a common goal? 
 
It would be a different world! 
 
But then again, not everyone is fortunate as me to have been so well guided not to 
breed, instead leave it up to the Chinese who really do care about family beginning with 
reinforcing in their children, right from the start, the genius of the merit system that 
rewards those based on their ability to contribute toward the overall good; and 



consequently I don’t forget for a moment that there is more to this life than breeding 
increasingly dumber imbeciles who cannot of course figure out their purpose in life for 
the simple reason that don’t have the first clue about how important it is to first be 
“straight” with themselves. 
 
I think I am making it crystal clear that I don’t seek a single follower because there is 
simply no possibility that anyone could replace my beloved Pypeetoe, so very sweet and 
cuddly was and is “fuzz face” who had no hidden agenda, a pure heart and soul just 
wanting to be constantly cuddled close, so very refreshing and irreplaceable. 
 
Do you see any connection with your inability to logically thought process at the highest 
levels and what I sent the most likable but complete idiot Dr. John K. Pollard Jr., an 
alumni of MIT and Cornell University early this morning that now has him once again 
“deafeningly silent” which will simply mean that when videotaping our next roundtable 
discussion I will have his head placed on top of the body of this gorilla below seated next 
to the most beautiful and sexy woman on earth who also happens to have quite the 
brilliant and so awesomely attractive mind. 

 
Not to mention Marie Dion Gevisser has not forgotten the absolute nonsense, anything 
but scientific data that men such as Dr. JKP have fiddled with that allows these 

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jpollard-evidence.pdf


intellectually dishonest midgets to crow so very loudly that women are inferior in the 
math and sciences, suggesting that men, most responsible for the mess this world is in, 
are “sumhow” [sic] more logical, and remember there are a lot of women these days like 
Hilary “Rhodes Scholar” Clinton who cant even keep their husbands under “lock and 
key”. 
 
You still perfectly imagine what it would be like being a chambermaid at the White House 
were Bill and Hilary to be sleeping there once again! 
 
A best selling book no doubt would make up for all the cleaning up of the wet spots 
which is of course to suggest also that each and every day as DeBeers Anglo American 
Cartel controlled Bill “Cecil Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar” Clinton sleeps in, he thinks about 
first and foremost how he will also be soon wearing senior diapers, followed by now the 
world never forgetting how very close he came to getting a Mossad bullet to the back of 
his head had he not granted Marc “Trading with the enemy” Rich a Presidential Pardon 
at the 11th hour of his 8 year term in office, some 12 months after Clinton told the not all 
dimwit audience at Caltech University that the US, despite an incredible but worthless 
cash surplus, was ripe for a Bosnian style ethnic cleansing civil war. 
 
Please have the partner at your firm most active in the current litigation against De Beers 
contact me immediately. 
 
Suffice to say I have evidence against De Beers that is not only credible and material but 
I am quite certain it has never been presented to any court of law. 
 
Such evidence should result in the judge ruling in the case you reference not only taking 
a deep breath but placing De Beers and all those they have co-opted-corrupted on 
notice that “enough is enough”. 
 
More importantly such a judge were they have an ounce of both competency and 
integrity would not blacken their hands by being a party to yet another nonsense DAAC 
controlled, “slap on the wrist” of this terrorist of terrorist financing institution having so 
very brilliantly perfected their craft, but they are not omnipotent. 
 
Again, I worked for De Beers at their most significant “price fixing” operation here in the 
United States where I personally witnessed instructions being given to Martin Rappaport 
on what pricing to use in the Rapaport Report, such fixed pricing accomplishing a whole 
lot more than a “guide” for US based wholesale-retail money laundering operations the 
DAAC began depositing in earnest on each and every main street in the US in 1978, the 
year I arrived in the US, each DAAC store acting no different to any other “branded” 
bank. 
 
Moreover, there was no hiding from me exactly what treacherous steps DeBeers would 
take against those including law firms such as you who did not “play ball”. 
 
You would also perfectly understand that I didn’t get off a boat yesterday and understood 
at a rather early age, well before I finished high school in South Africa that the first thing 
this most brutal mafia of mafia do each and every day they get up in the morning after 
taking their “sh*t” [sic] is to locate “little sh*ts” [sic] who DARE to oppose them and make 
them the following offer: 
 



TAKE THE MONEY OR OPEN A TACO STAND! 
 
You are a paralegal and therefore not licensed to practice law which means there is 
every reason to believe that your formal education has not interfered with your learning. 
 
In other words you would perfectly understand everything I am saying and therefore not 
hesitate a moment longer in getting the partner at your firm most active in the current 
litigation against DeBeers to correspond immediately with me. 
 
You are also aware that in order to protect myself against the opposition that De Beers 
make it their primary business to finance I make it my business-personal to bring in “real 
time” Public International Attention to all my “newsworthy” publications. 
 
Again, before responding make certain you have you first checked out just3ants.com 
and be sure to hit the refresh button. 
 
Second, put your feet up on your desk. 
 
Third, ask yourself who else apart from each and every one of your educators are not 
only corrupt but corrupted all your education given how you couldn’t even figure out on 
your own the so very obvious, that De Beers financed Hitler who only sold more than a 
handful of Mein Kampf because De Beers sanctioned it, that allowed him to afford no 
more than the boot polish to polish his Brownshirts’ boots! 
 
Fourth, ask yourself what you would have done if you were say President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt who believed the OSS/CIA reported to him and heard that a German factory 
worker working as part of a production line producing just knives like you see below, 
forget highly agile Messerschmitts, would leave the factory each and every day with a 
smile on their face indicative of a happy fellow which meant he had at least money in his 
back pocket to afford a pint of beer and a sausage up his anus if he was so inclined? 
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Fifth, examine the language you as President of the United States, Commander In Chief 
of all US Armed Forces would have used when directing OSS agents to not only 
sabotage such a factory while reminding those workers with Nazi swastikas tattooed on 
to their chests that Germany lost World Oil War Iand therefore anyone participating in 
helping rearm the loser of a war would be seen as a traitor, period! 
 
Sixth, ask yourself whether it is possible that lawyers in your firm are as dumb as you or 
possibly feigning their stupidity when you present them with the stubborn facts that 
suggest rather strongly that while at one time in their lives they may have been as 
honest as the day is young they are in all likelihood co-opted-corrupted, no different to 
someone like Dr. John Pollard Jr. who prides himself on not being as close to a slimeball 
as the The IT and The IT’s cow! 
 
Seventh, look at every news headline 



on every newspaper, TV news report and Internet news website and you will not need 
an advanced degree in logic to have you figure out in an instant that what I am talking 
about right now, this instant, is the most newsworthy item not only of the moment but 
since you can ever remember! 
 
Time is of the essence! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Gary S. Gevisser 
Author – The History of Money Creation And Its Future! 
Just3ants.com 
 

 
The Daily Reckoning PRESENTS: Hard money week. Readers 
maybe surprised when they see who wrote this essay. It’s 
about promoting gold as the key element of monetary 
organization, written in 1966. This essay is taken from 
“The Liberty Dollar Solution,” edited by Bernard von 
NotHaus. 
 
 



GOLD AND ECONOMIC FREEDOM 
by Alan Greenspan 
 
Since the beginning of World War I, gold has been virtually 
the sole international standard of exchange. 
 
Gold, having both artistic and functional uses and being 
relatively scarce, has always been considered a luxury 
good. It is durable, portable, homogeneous, divisible and, 
therefore, has significant advantages over all other media 
of exchange. 
 
But if all goods and services were to be paid for in gold, 
large payments would be difficult to execute, and this 
would tend to limit the extent of a society's division of 
labor and specialization. 
 
Thus, a logical extension of the creation of a medium of 
exchange is the development of a banking system and credit 
instruments (bank notes and 
deposits) that act as a substitute for, but are convertible 
into, gold. 
 
A free banking system based on gold is able to extend and 
thus to create bank notes (currency) and deposits, 
according to the production of the economy. Individual 
owners of gold are induced, by payments of interest, to 
deposit their gold in a bank (against which they can draw 
checks). 
 
But since it is rarely the case that all depositors want to 
withdraw all their gold at the same time, the banker need 
keep only a fraction of his total deposits in gold as 
reserves. This enables the banker to loan out more than the 
amount of his gold deposits (which means that he holds 
claims to gold rather than gold as security for his 
deposits). But the amount of loans which he can afford to 
make is not arbitrary: He has to gauge it in relation to 
his reserves and to the status of his investments. 
 
When banks loan money to finance productive and profitable 
endeavors, the loans are paid off rapidly and bank credit 
continues to be generally available. But when the business 
ventures financed by bank credit are less profitable and 
slow to pay off, bankers soon find that their loans 
outstanding are excessive relative to their gold reserves, 
and they begin to curtail new lending, usually by charging 
higher interest rates. This tends to restrict the financing 
of new ventures and requires the existing borrowers to 
improve their profitability before they can obtain credit 
for further expansion. 
 



Thus, under the gold standard, a free banking system stands 
as the protector of an economy’s stability and balanced 
growth. When gold is accepted as the medium of exchange by 
most or all nations, an unhampered free international gold 
standard serves to foster a worldwide division of labor and 
the broadest international trade. Even though the units of 
exchange (the dollar, the pound, the franc, etc.) differ 
from country to country, when all are defined in terms of 
gold, the economies of the different countries act as one - 
so long as there are no restraints on trade or on the 
movement of capital. 
 
Credit, interest rates and prices tend to follow similar 
patterns in all countries. For example, if banks in one 
country extend credit too liberally, interest rates in that 
country will tend to fall, inducing depositors to shift 
their gold to higher-interest-paying banks in other 
countries. This will immediately cause a shortage of bank 
reserves in the "easy money" country, inducing tighter 
credit standards and a return to competitively higher 
interest rates again. 
 
A fully free banking system and fully consistent gold 
standard have not as yet been achieved. But prior to World 
War I, the banking system in the United States (and in most 
of the world) was based on gold, and even though 
governments intervened occasionally, banking was more free 
than controlled. Periodically, as a result of overly rapid 
credit expansion, banks became loaned up to the limit of 
their gold reserves, interest rates rose sharply, new 
credit was cut off and the economy went into a sharp, but 
short-lived, recession. (Compared with the depressions of 
1920 and 1932, the pre-World War I business declines were 
mild indeed.) 
 
It was limited gold reserves that stopped the unbalanced 
expansions of business activity, before they could develop 
into the post-World War I type of disaster. The 
readjustment periods were short and the economies quickly 
re-established a sound basis to resume expansion. 
 
But the process of cure was misdiagnosed as the disease: if 
shortage of bank reserves was causing a business decline - 
argued economic interventionists - why not find a way of 
supplying increased reserves to the banks so they never 
need be short! If banks can continue to loan money 
indefinitely - it was claimed - there need never be any 
slumps in business. And so the Federal Reserve System was 
organized in 1913. It consisted of 12 regional Federal 
Reserve banks nominally owned by private bankers, but, in 
fact, government sponsored, controlled and supported. 
Credit extended by these banks is in practice (though not 



legally) backed by the taxing power of the federal 
government. 
 
Technically, we remained on the gold standard; individuals 
were still free to own gold, and gold continued to be used 
as bank reserves. But now, in addition to gold, credit 
extended by the Federal Reserve banks ("paper" reserves) 
could serve as legal tender to pay depositors. When 
business in the United States underwent a mild contraction 
in 1927, the Federal Reserve created more paper reserves in 
the hope of forestalling any possible bank reserve 
shortage. 
 
More disastrous, however, was the Federal Reserve's attempt 
to assist Great Britain, who had been losing gold to us 
because the Bank of England refused to allow interest rates 
to rise when market forces dictated (it was politically 
unpalatable). The reasoning of the authorities involved was 
as follows: If the Federal Reserve pumped excessive paper 
reserves into American banks, interest rates in the United 
States would fall to a level comparable with those Great 
Britain; this would act to stop Britain's gold loss and 
avoid the political embarrassment of having to raise 
interest rates. 
 
The "Fed" succeeded: it stopped the gold loss, but it 
nearly destroyed the economies of the world in the process. 
The excess credit which the Fed pumped into the economy 
spilled over into the stock market - triggering a fantastic 
speculative boom. Belatedly, Federal Reserve officials 
attempted to sop up the excess reserves and finally 
succeeded in braking the boom. But it was too late: By 1929 
the speculative imbalances had become so overwhelming that 
the attempt precipitated a sharp retrenching and a 
consequent demoralizing of business confidence. 
 
As a result, the American economy collapsed. Great Britain 
fared even worse, and rather than absorb the full 
consequences of her previous folly, she abandoned the gold 
standard completely in 1931, tearing asunder what remained 
of the fabric of confidence and inducing a worldwide series 
of bank failures. The world economies plunged into the 
Great Depression of the 1930’s. 
 
In the absence of the gold standard, there is no way to 
protect savings from confiscation through inflation. There 
is no safe store of value. If there were, the government 
would have to make its holding illegal, as was done in the 
case of gold. 
 
If everyone decided, for example, to convert all his bank 
deposits to silver or copper or any other good, and 



thereafter declined to accept checks as payment for goods, 
bank deposits would lose their purchasing power and 
government-created bank credit would be worthless as a 
claim on goods. The financial policy of the welfare state 
requires that there be no way for the owners of wealth to 
protect themselves. 
 
This is the shabby secret of the welfare statists’ tirades 
against gold. Deficit spending is simply a scheme for the 
"hidden" confiscation of wealth. Gold stands in the way of 
this insidious process. It stands as a protector of 
property rights. If one grasps this, one has no difficulty 
in understanding the statists’ antagonism toward the gold 
standard. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
Alan Greenspan 
for The Daily Reckoning 
 
Editor’s Note: Alan Greenspan is chairman of the Federal 
Reserve and conductor of the world’s greatest experiment in 
paper money. 
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From: Lewis, Gregory B 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2007 11:37 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: DeBeers Antitrust Class Action Litigation 
 
Dear Mr. Gevisser: 
  
I apologize, but I am not sure if you're contacting the law firm of Lieff, Cabraser, Heimann & 
Bernstein, regarding the DeBeers antitrust litigation. If you are contacting us regarding any claim 
you might have against DeBeers, I hereby advise you that the court has not made a final ruling in 
the case. When and if the court does make a final ruling, and assuming it is in favor of the 
plaintiffs, the court will issue notice to all potential claimants, and subsequently claim forms will be 
made available. We expect the court to issue its final ruling by the end of November. Please let 
me know if you have further questions regarding this matter.  
  
In addition, if your communication does not relate to the DeBeers Antitrust litigation, but to your 
own personal claims against other entities not related to our cases, please remove this firm's e-
mail address from your e-mail list. 
  
Kind regards, 
Gregory 
  
   
________________________________ 
Gregory B. Lewis 
Senior Paralegal 
Lieff, Cabraser, Heimann & Bernstein, LLP 
Embarcadero Center West 
275 Battery Street, 30th FL 
San Francisco, CA  94111-3339 
TEL (415) 956-1000 x3308 
FAX (415) 956-1008  
  
  

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Sunday, October 14, 2007 8:43 PM 
To: Peter Bowler - President and CEO, American Eagle Airlines 
Cc: rest; President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: "SHAME COMPANY" [SIC] SAN DIEGO 
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